
Plot at The House of Shannon, Wester Templand, FORTROSE, IV10 8RA Offers Over £90,000

REF: 58649





The plot at Wester Templand offers a unique opportunity to purchase a piece of land in the highly desirable Black isle area of Killen, close to the villages of Fortrose, Rosemarkie
and Avoch, yet is within very easy commuting distance of Inverness city. The plot, which extends to approximately 0.33 acres, comes with planning in principle for the
construction of a one and a half storey property with garage. Full details of the planning consent can be found on the Highland Council website reference 18/02562/PIP.

This plot offers the purchaser the ability to construct a home to their own design and standard, given the necessary planning consents.

All services are available close by with drainage by way of a soak away. The access from the main road to the plot will be installed by the sellers. 

The hamlet of Wester Templand offers a tranquil countryside location with nearest facilities found in any of the Black Isle villages. Education would be provided at Avoch Primary
School or the highly acclaimed Fortrose Academy.

Inverness, the main business and commercial centre in the Highlands, is approximately 20 minutes drive away and offers extensive shopping, leisure and entertainment facilities,
along with excellent road, rail and air links to the south and beyond.

Services
All services are available close by and it is the responsibility of the purchaser to connect these services.

Access
The access from the main road will be installed by the seller while the access onto the plot will be the
responsibility of the purchaser.

Boundaries
The boundaries are as per the attached plan and are pegged out on site. The purchaser should satisfy
themselves in this regards

Post Code
IV10 8RA

Entry
By mutual agreement 

Viewing
By appointment through Macleod & MacCallum's Property Department on 01463 235559.

Reference
LB/JD/BROW0157/0003

Price
Offers Over £90,000

Directions
From Fortrose High Street, take the left before the Co-op and follow the road up passing Feddon Hill.
Continue along for approx 2 miles, turning right at the T-junction. Continue down the hill and the plot is
immediately on your left hand side. 

If you are thinking of selling your property, we offer a FREE Valuation.
Please call our Property Department on 01463 235559 for further details.
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